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Drivetrain: Power to all four wheels for all-terrain traction 

› Engine, all-wheel drivetrain and 7-speed DSG taken from a ŠKODA OCTAVIA 4×4
› 2.0 TSI four-cylinder delivers 140 kW (190 hp) and 320 Nm maximum torque

Mladá Boleslav, 23 May 2022 – In the AFRIQ, the vocational students have combined 
technical components from the ŠKODA KAMIQ, which was used as the basis, 
a ŠKODA OCTAVIA and the rally model ŠKODA FABIA Rally2 evo. The body comes from the 
KAMIQ and the rally FABIA supplied numerous components, particularly in the interior. The 
drivetrain from a ŠKODA OCTAVIA 4×4 provides the power for the eighth Student Concept 
Car. A 7-speed DSG distributes the 140 kW (190 hp) output and maximum torque of 320 Nm 
to all four wheels. The ŠKODA AFRIQ is thus ideally suited for off-road use.

Traditionally, participants in the Student Concept Car project use engineering components from 
other ŠKODA vehicles and adapt them to build their dream car. This is particularly true of the 
ŠKODA AFRIQ’s drivetrain: the engine and transmission come from a ŠKODA OCTAVIA 4×4. 
The 2.0 TSI four-cylinder generates 140 kW (190 hp) and a maximum torque of 320 Nm. The power
is distributed to all four wheels via a 7-speed DSG. The exhaust system has been modified to 
complement the new engine and modified underbody.

Installing the drivetrain from a ŠKODA OCTAVIA 4×4 required extensive modifications to the 
underbody. The brackets for the front axle and the engine and transmission mounts were adapted, 
as the OCTAVIA’s engine is larger than the KAMIQ’s. A new multi-link rear axle was also fitted. 
To accommodate the axle brackets, a component from the rear of the OCTAVIA’s bodyshell was 
integrated into the KAMIQ’s. ŠKODA Academy technicians used the two-part tank from the 
OCTAVIA to fit the cardan shaft and had to modify the tank opening and filler neck for this purpose. 
The cardan shaft was shortened to fit the KAMIQ. The gearbox and exhaust were also modified to 
save space. The redesigned tailpipes of the exhaust system make a striking feature at the rear. 
The interior of the AFRIQ has been stripped back to meet the requirements of rally drivers and thus 
makes a significant contribution to the vehicle’s low weight of just 1,350 kilograms.
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Further information:
Christian Heubner Michaela Sklenářová
Head of Product Communications Spokesperson for Product Communications
T +420 730 862 420 T +420 739 549 479
christian.heubner@skoda-auto.cz michaela.sklenarova@skoda-auto.cz

ŠKODA Media Room

skoda-storyboard.com 

Download 
the ŠKODA Media Room app

Follow us at https://twitter.com/skodaautonews to get the latest news. 
You can find all the content on the new ŠKODA AFRIQ using the hashtag 
#SkodaAfriq.

ŠKODA AUTO
› is successfully steering through the new decade with the NEXT LEVEL – ŠKODA STRATEGY 2030. 
› aims to be one of the five best-selling brands in Europe by 2030 with an attractive line-up in the entry-level segments

and additional e-models.
› is emerging as the leading European brand in important growth markets such as India or North Africa.
› currently offers its customers twelve passenger-car series: the FABIA, RAPID, SCALA, OCTAVIA and SUPERB as 

well as the KAMIQ, KAROQ, KODIAQ, ENYAQ iV, ENYAQ COUPÉ iV, SLAVIA and KUSHAQ.
› delivered over 870,000 vehicles to customers around the world in 2021.
› has been a member of the Volkswagen Group for 30 years. The Volkswagen Group is one of the most successful 

vehicle manufacturers in the world. 
› independently manufactures and develops not only vehicles but also components such as engines and 

transmissions in association with the Group.
› operates at three sites in the Czech Republic; has additional production capacity in China, Russia, Slovakia and 

India primarily through Group partnerships, as well as in Ukraine with a local partner.
› employs 45,000 people globally and is active in over 100 markets.
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